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Abstract

Java and the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) are a predom-
inant programming language and deployment platform for
complex, component-oriented systems. In current standard
Java runtime systems, the failure of a single component
can have significant impacts on other components. In the
worst case, a malicious or erroneous component may crash
the whole system. In this paper we explain why current
standard JVMs are not suited to build secure and reliable
component execution platforms. As main deficiencies,
we identify the lack of proper component isolation and
the absence of resource management mechanisms. We
discuss the challenges of integrating these missing features
and compare the strengths and limitations of various
approaches to tackle these issues.

Keywords: Java, JVM, software components, compo-
nent isolation, resource management

1. Introduction

Building applications by integrating separate software
components brings many benefits, such as reduced devel-
opment effort and cost, ease of maintenance, extensibility,
and reuse of components. Service-oriented computing aims
at the construction of applications by composing services
(components) [22]. Grid computing focuses on the dynamic
deployment of components in order to optimize resource us-
age [3, 14].

High security, reliability, availability, and scalability are
essential for the success of component-oriented systems,
which may integrate potentially untrusted or erroneous soft-
ware components from different providers. A misbehaving
or failing component must not impact the stability of the
overall system.

Java [16] and the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) [20] are a
leading programming language and execution environment

for component-based systems. For instance, the Java 2 En-
terprise Edition (J2EE) is designed for component-oriented
application development. Current Java-based application
servers, such as JBoss1, BEA WebLogic2, or IBM Web-
Sphere3, support the popular Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB)
component model [23].

In order to provide an efficient Java-based component
execution platform which scales well with the number of
deployed components, it is important to execute multiple
components within the same JVM process. Running a sep-
arate JVM process for each component would cause exces-
sive overhead (high overhead for component creation, high
memory footprint, expensive context switches and inter-
process communication, etc.). However, if multiple com-
ponents are placed within the same JVM process, operating
system mechanisms to protect components from each other
are not available. Consequently, the Java runtime system it-
self has to provide appropriate mechanisms for component
protection. Unfortunately, as we will show in this paper,
current standard JVMs lack such mechanisms.

In this paper we identify two key issues that are essen-
tial to build secure and reliable component execution plat-
forms based on the JVM: Component isolation and resource
management. Both of them are missing in current standard
JVMs.

Component isolation ensures that components cannot in-
terfere with each other. It encompasses the prevention of
unwanted side effects, the safe termination of components
ensuring full resource reclamation, and controlled commu-
nication channels between components. The fault of one
component must not compromise the stability of other com-
ponents or of the JVM as a whole. This is a prerequisite to
implement self-repairing features, e.g., the transparent re-
placement of a failed component without restart of the sys-
tem. Hence, component isolation is crucial to achieve high
availability, reliability, and security in the presence of un-

1http://www.jboss.com/
2http://www.bea.com/
3http://www.ibm.com/software/websphere/



trusted or potentially erroneous components.
Component isolation itself is not sufficient. It is also nec-

essary to monitor and control the resource consumption of
individual components. On the one hand, resource manage-
ment enables the detection of denial-of-service attacks and
of badly programmed components that waste resources. If
such a situation is detected, component isolation ensures
that the resource overusing component can be safely re-
moved from the system, freeing the resources it has allo-
cated. On the other hand, resource management also en-
ables the implementation of resource-aware behaviour. It
allows components to optimize resource utilization and to
realize self-tuning features (e.g., the size of caches may be
dynamically adjusted to the amount of available memory).

The contribution of this paper is to draw attention to im-
portant weaknesses of current standard JVMs and to com-
pare approaches addressing these shortcomings. The pa-
per gives answers to the following questions: What are the
underlying problems of current standard Java runtime sys-
tems that prevent the construction of fully secure, reliable,
and scalable component execution platforms? Which are
the key issues that must be improved? Which techniques
have been developed to address these issues? What are the
strengths and limitations of these techniques?

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details
shortcomings of current standard Java runtime systems, in-
cluding uncontrolled aliasing, problems with thread termi-
nation and thread scheduling, as well as flaws of the byte-
code verifier. In Section 3 we argue for strong component
isolation within the JVM and in Section 4 we advocate re-
source management support. In both of these sections, we
present our requirements and compare the strengths and
limitations of different approaches to address these issues.
Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Shortcomings of Java and the JVM

In this section we give an overview of shortcomings in
the JVM that hinder the development of secure and reliable
component execution platforms. We discuss problems of
uncontrolled aliasing (Section 2.1), thread termination (Sec-
tions 2.2 and 2.3), thread scheduling (Section 2.4), bytecode
verification (Section 2.5), and lack of resource control (Sec-
tion 2.6). A more detailed discussion of these issues can be
found in reference [8].

2.1. Uncontrolled Aliasing

Java class loaders enable the creation of name spaces.
Each class loader defines its own name space. A common
approach to component isolation, which can be found in to-
day’s application servers, is to create a separate class loader

for each component. The intention is to prevent unwanted
side effects between components.

However, class loader name spaces are not sufficient to
prevent object sharing between different components. The
Java Development Kit (JDK) requires all core classes to be
loaded with a special system class loader. I.e., these classes
are shared between all components. Access to public static
variables in these classes (in particular if these variables are
of a non-final type) can easily cause unwanted side effects.

Furthermore, the locks of shared classes4 are accessible
to all components. Hence, a component obtaining such a
lock may block execution in other components, which is an
easy way of launching denial-of-service attacks.

2.2. Inconsistencies due to Asynchronous
Termination

One important function of a component execution plat-
form is the safe termination of components. When a com-
ponent terminates volunarily or fails, all of its allocated re-
sources should be reclaimed as soon as possible. That is, all
threads of the component shall be stopped and memory al-
located by the component shall become eligible for garbage
collection. Especially, when a misbehaving component is
detected, it has to be removed from the system with imme-
diate effect.

Java allows to asynchronously terminate a running
thread by means of the stop() method of the
class java.lang.Thread. This method causes a
ThreadDeath exception to be thrown asynchronously in
the thread to be stopped. Unfortunately, thread termination
in Java is an inherently unsafe operation, because the ter-
minated thread immediately releases all monitors. Conse-
quently, objects may be left in an inconsistent state. As long
as these objects are exclusively managed by the component
to be removed from the system, a resulting inconsistency
may be acceptable.

However, if a thread is allowed to cross compo-
nent boundaries for communication purpose (e.g., inter-
component method invocation), the termination of a thread
has to be deferred until it has completed executing in the
context of other components. Otherwise, the termination of
one component may damage a different component that is
still running in the system. Unfortunately, delayed thread
termination prevents immediate memory reclamation, be-
cause references to objects of the terminated component
may be kept alive on the execution stack of the thread. Even
worse, if shared objects, such as certain internals of the
JVM, are left inconsistent, asynchronous thread termination

4Each Java class has an associated lock, which may be obtained explic-
itly (e.g., synchronized(Thread.class){...}) or implicitly by
static, synchronized methods.



while (true) {
try { while (true); }
catch (Throwable t) {}

}

Figure 1. Preventing asynchronous termina-
tion by intercepting ThreadDeath.

may result in a crash of the JVM. For this reason, stop()
has been deprecated.

2.3. Interception of Asynchronous Termina-
tion

There are further problems with asynchronous thread ter-
mination: The stop() method does not guarantee that the
thread to be killed really terminates, because the thread may
intercept the ThreadDeath exception. For instance, con-
sider the code fragment in Figure 1, which cannot be termi-
nated easily.

Note that not only exception handlers may intercept
ThreadDeath exceptions, but finally{} clauses may
prevent termination as well. However, the Java compiler
maps finally{} statements to special exception han-
dlers. Thus, it is sufficient to consider the problem with
exception handlers that catch ThreadDeath or a super-
class thereof.

2.4. Undefined Thread Scheduling

Neither the Java language [15] nor the JVM specifica-
tion [20] defines the scheduling of Java threads. There-
fore, it is not guaranteed that high-priority threads, which
are commonly used for surveillance tasks, preempt other
threads. A related problem is priority inversion. This
means that a high-priority thread may have to wait un-
til a low-priority thread releases a monitor. However, the
low-priority thread may not be scheduled if there are other
threads ready to run that have a higher priority.

Most standard Java runtime systems use native threads
that are scheduled by the operating system. I.e., the schedul-
ing is highly platform-dependent. E.g., a surveillance task
using a high-priority thread that has been tested in one en-
vironment may not work well in another one, contradicting
the Java motto ‘write once, run anywhere’. Moreover, an
increasing system load (an increasing number of threads)
often affects the scheduling and may prevent high-priority
threads from executing regularly.

2.5. Incomplete Bytecode Verification

The JVM relies on static and dynamic checks to ensure
that the execution of programs proceeds according to the

static void captureMonitor(java.lang.Class)
0 aload_0
1 monitorenter
2 return

Figure 2. Example bytecode that acquires a
lock that is not released after completion.

language semantics. Before a program is linked into the
JVM, the JVM bytecode verifier performs static analysis of
the program to make sure that the bytecode actually repre-
sents a valid program. Dynamic checks (e.g., array bounds
checks) are incorportated in many JVM instructions.

Unfortunately, bytecode verifiers of several current stan-
dard JVM implementations also accept bytecode that does
not represent a valid program. The result of the execution of
such bytecode is undefined and may even compromise the
integrity of the Java runtime system.

One source of problems are the synchronization primi-
tives of the JVM bytecode. The example given in Figure 2
depicts the bytecode of a method that acquires a class lock
without releasing the lock after completion. This code se-
quence does not constitute a valid Java program, because
the monitorenter JVM instruction (which acquires a
lock) is not paired with a matching monitorexit to re-
lease the lock. Neither is an exception handler present that
releases the lock in case of an exception. Nonetheless, sev-
eral Java verifier implementations do not reject this code.
The effects of executing this code are undefined and depend
on the particular JVM implementation. On some JVMs
IllegalMonitorStateException is thrown at the
end of the method and the monitor is released, while on
other JVM implementations no exception is thrown and the
monitor remains locked until the thread that has acquired
the monitor terminates. Furthermore, there are JVMs where
the monitor is not released even after the locking thread has
terminated. If captureMonitor(Thread.class) is
called on such a system, subsequent attempts by other
threads to create new threads are blocked, because thread
creation involves a static synchronized method, which waits
for the release of the class lock.

Figure 3 depicts another example of disarranged byte-
code that is not rejected by several standard Java verifiers.
In this bytecode sample, the target of the exception handler
is the first instruction protected by the same handler. Such
a construction is not possible at the Java language level,
because a try{} block cannot serve as its own catch{}
clause.

At bytecode position 1 there is an infinite loop
(goto 1), which is protected by the exception handler. In
case of an exception, the handler continues the same loop.
Therefore, it is not possible to stop a thread executing such



static void preventTermination()
0 aconst_null
1 goto 1
4 return

Exception table:
from to target type

1 4 1 <java.lang.Throwable>

Figure 3. Example bytecode with a disar-
ranged exception handler.

code.

2.6. Lack of Resource Control

Current standard JVMs do not support resource con-
trol. E.g., components may spawn an arbitrary num-
ber of threads, and each thread may consume an arbi-
trary number of CPU cycles and allocate memory until
OutOfMemoryError is thrown.

The lack of resource management features makes it very
easy to launch denial-of-service attacks. Moreover, even
in the absence of an attack, the lack of awareness of the
resource consumption of executing components may lead
to an overload of the system and impact its stability.

3. Isolation

In this section we argue for strong isolation of compo-
nents executing within the same JVM and discuss several
approaches to tackle this issue.

3.1. Requirements

If multiple components, such as EJBs or servlets, exe-
cute within the same JVM process, faults within one com-
ponent shall not affect the stability of the JVM and of other
components. I.e., strong isolation of components is needed.

Language safety in Java (a combination of strong typing,
memory protection, automatic memory management, and
bytecode verification) already guarantees some basic pro-
tection, as it is not possible to forge object references [28].
However, language safety itself does not guarantee isola-
tion of components. Pervasive aliasing in object-oriented
languages leads to a situation where it is impossible to de-
termine which objects belong to a certain component and
therefore to check whether an access to a particular object is
permitted or not. Thus, it is crucial to introduce the concept
of isolation in the JVM, similar to the process abstraction in
operating systems.

What is needed is an isolation boundary around each
component, which encapsulates the set of classes required

by the component, its threads, as well as all objects al-
located by these threads. Different components must not
share any structures that could cause unwanted side effects,
such as class locks (see Section 2.1).

As we have seen in Section 2.2, threads crossing com-
ponent boundaries hamper the safe termination of compo-
nents. To solve this problem, a thread model is needed
where each thread is bound to a single component. Threads
must not be allowed to cross component boundaries arbi-
trarily. Upon the invocation of a method in a different com-
ponent, a thread switch is necessary. The called component
has to maintain worker threads to accept requests by other
components. Messages must not be passed by reference be-
tween components, since this would create inter-component
aliasing.

Closely related to component isolation is the safe termi-
nation of components. If there is no sharing between com-
ponents and threads cannot cross component boundaries,
the removal of a component will not leave other compo-
nents in an inconsistent state. I.e., the component execu-
tion platform does not have to care about potential incon-
sistencies, but may simply terminate all threads running in
a component in a brute force way. Still, as shown in Sec-
tion 2.3, the stop() method of java.lang.Thread is
not suited for this purpose. Hence, a dedicated primitive for
component termination is necessary. Component isolation
itself does not solve the problems of bytecode verification
discussed in Section 2.5, but it confines them to the faulty
component, which can be safely terminated.

3.2. Solutions

Coarsely, we distinguish between approaches that aim
at providing isolation within standard Java runtime systems
and approaches that rely on a modified JVM.

Among the first systems that added some sort of pro-
cess model to standard JVMs were J-Kernel [26] and
JavaSeal [24]. Both of these systems were implemented in
pure Java. Hence they are available on any standard JVM.

3.2.1 J-Kernel

J-Kernel [26] is a Java micro-kernel supporting isolated
components. In J-Kernel communication is based on ca-
pabilities. Java objects can be shared indirectly between
components by passing references to capability objects.
However, in J-Kernel inter-component calls may block in-
finitely and may delay component termination. Moreover,
the classes of the JDK are used by all components, which
may introduce some unwanted side-effects between compo-
nents. Consequently, J-Kernel offers only incomplete isola-
tion.



3.2.2 JavaSeal and J-SEAL2

JavaSeal [24] was conceived as a secure system to execute
untrusted, mobile code. It supports the hierarchical process
model of the Seal calculus [25], where isolated components
are organized in a tree. Each component has its separate
set of threads, which are not allowed to cross component
boundaries. In contrast to J-Kernel, component termination
in JavaSeal cannot be delayed by blocked threads.

JavaSeal allows only for very restrictive communication
between components that are in a direct parent-child rela-
tionship. This allows policy components to be inserted in
the hierarchy in order to control all communication of a
child component. If a message has to be transmitted be-
tween components that are not direct neighbours in the hi-
erarchy, it must be routed in tree, where all involved com-
ponents have to actively forward the message. Commu-
nication requires deep copies of the objects to be passed
between components. As the generation of deep copies
is based on the serialization and de-serialization of object
graphs, the communication overhead can be excessive when
compared to direct method invocation. This problem is even
more severe if a message is routed through multiple compo-
nents.

J-SEAL2 [4] builds on JavaSeal, but offers several im-
provements. The communication model supports so-called
‘external references’, which allow indirect sharing between
components. ‘External references’ allow to shortcut com-
munication paths in the hierarchy. They are similar to capa-
bilities in J-Kernel, but are implemented in such a way that
component termination cannot be delayed. Other improve-
ments of J-SEAL2 include extended bytecode verification,
which prevents problems as outlined in Section 2.5. More-
over, J-SEAL2 supports resource management, which will
be discussed in Section 4.2.2.

In contrast to J-Kernel, JavaSeal and J-SEAL2 do
not allow untrusted components to access arbitrary JDK
classes, in order to prevent side-effects between compo-
nents. Only a few methods of some core classes (such
as java.lang.Object, java.lang.String, etc.)
may be called by untrusted components. For other features
(e.g., network access), dedicated, trusted service compo-
nents have to be installed to mediate access to these fea-
tures.

As a result, JavaSeal and J-SEAL2 offer the best possi-
ble isolation achievable on standard Java runtime systems.
However, this comes at a very high price: As most of the
JDK functionality cannot be directly accessed, components
must be manually rewritten to use service components in-
stead. Hence, this approach does not allow to run untrusted
legacy code and it severely changes the programming model
Java developers are familiar with. For this reason, such an
approach to enforce strict isolation on standard JVMs does
not appeal to most developers.

3.2.3 KaffeOS

The other approach is to modify a given JVM in order to
support component isolation. E.g., the Utah Flux Research
Group has worked on the development of specialized Java
runtime systems supporting component isolation [2, 1].

Their most prominent system, KaffeOS [1], is a modified
version of the freely available Kaffe virtual machine [27].
KaffeOS supports the operating system abstraction of pro-
cesses to isolate components from each other, as if they
were run on their own JVM. The advantage of this approach
is that full component isolation is achieved without compro-
mising the Java programming model. However, there are
also severe drawbacks to this solution: The modified JVM
is available only on a limited number of platforms and the
costs for porting it to other environments are high. More-
over, optimizations found in standard JVMs are not avail-
able for the Kaffe virtual machine, resulting in inferior per-
formance.

3.2.4 Java Isolation API and MVM

The urgent need for component isolation within standard
JVMs has been realized also by the industry. In the con-
text of JSR-121 [18], a Java Isolation API has been de-
fined. The core of this API is an abstraction called Iso-
late, which allows to strongly protect Java components from
each other. The Isolation API ensures that there is no shar-
ing between different Isolates. Even static variables and
class locks of system classes are not shared between Isolates
in order to prevent unwanted side effects. Isolates cannot
directly communicate object references by calling methods
in each other, but have to resort to special communication
links which allow to pass objects by deep copy. An Isolate
can be terminated in a safe way, releasing all its resources
without hampering any other Isolate in the system.

The Isolation API follows a rather minimalistic approach
in order to enable implementation across a wide variety of
systems, including the Java 2 Micro Edition (for embedded
devices). In particular, the communication model is very
simple and may cause high overhead if large messages are
transmitted frequently between different Isolates. The Java
Isolation API is supposed to be supported by future versions
of the JDK. For the moment, it is necessary to resort to re-
search JVMs that already provide the Isolation API, such as
the MVM [9].

4. Resource Management

In this section we explain why resource management,
a missing feature in current standard JVMs, is needed in
future Java runtime systems and we discuss several ap-
proaches to add resource awareness to the JVM.



4.1. Requirements

Using current standard Java runtime systems, it is not
possible to monitor or limit the resource consumption of
components. In order to ensure a secure, reliable, and scal-
able system that optimally exploits available resources, such
as CPU and memory, support for resource management is a
prerequiste. Resource management comprises resource ac-
counting and resource control. Resource accounting is the
non-intrusive monitoring of resource consumption, whereas
resource control implies the enforcement of resource limits.
Resource accounting helps to implement resource-aware
components that adapt their execution according to resource
availability (self-tuning). Resource control is essential to
guarantee security and reliability, as it allows to prevent ma-
licious or erroneous components from overusing resources.
E.g., resource control is crucial to prevent denial-of-service
attacks.

Below we summarize our requirements for the provision
of resource management features in the JVM:

• Support for resource accounting as well as resource
control.

• Support for physical resources (e.g., CPU, memory) as
well as for ‘logical’ resources (e.g, number of threads).

• Extensibility – Support for user-defined, application-
specific resources (e.g., database connections in an ap-
plication server).

• Flexibility – Support for user-defined resource con-
sumption policies.

• Low overhead.

• Compatibility – Existing components shall be exe-
cutable without changes.

• Portability – Implementations shall be available on a
large number of different systems.

4.2. Solutions

As before in Section 3, we distinguish between resource
management libraries that are compatible with standard
JVMs and specialized JVM implementations.

4.2.1 JRes

JRes [11] was the first resource management system for
standard JVMs. It takes CPU, memory, and network re-
source consumption into account. The resource manage-
ment model of JRes works at the level of individual Java
threads. In other words, there is no notion of isolated com-
ponent, and the implementation of resource control policies

is therefore cumbersome. JRes is a pure resource manage-
ment system and does not enforce any protection of compo-
nents. However, JRes was integrated into the J-Kernel [26]
(see Section 3.2.1) to support isolation and resource man-
agement within the same system.

JRes relies on a combination of bytecode instrumenta-
tion and native code libraries. To perform CPU accounting,
the approach of JRes is to make calls to the underlying op-
erating system, which requires native code to be accessed.
A polling thread regularly obtains information concerning
CPU consumption from the operating system. For memory
accounting, JRes uses bytecode rewriting, but still needs the
support of a native method to account for memory occupied
by array objects. Finally, to achieve accounting of network
bandwidth, the authors of JRes also resort to native code,
since they swapped the standard java.net package with
their own version of it.

The drawbacks of JRes are the limited number of sup-
ported resources and the lack of extensibility. Moreover,
as JRes depends on native code and on specific operating
system features, it is not easily portable. Another problem
is the use of a polling thread to obtain CPU consumption
information, as the regular scheduling of this thread is not
guaranteed (see Section 2.4). Hence, the activation of the
polling thread is platform-dependent and an eventual CPU
overuse may be detected too late.

4.2.2 J-SEAL2

The J-SEAL2 system [4] also supports resource manage-
ment [7]. In contrast to JRes, J-SEAL2 is implemented in
pure Java, i.e., it is fully portable and compatible with any
standard JVM. J-SEAL2 makes heavy use of bytecode in-
strumentation for CPU and memory management. Like in
the case of JRes, the set of supported resources is rather re-
stricted: In the default configuration, only CPU, memory,
the number of threads, and the number of isolated compo-
nents can be managed.

J-SEAL2 focuses on CPU management [7]. In order
to achieve full portability, J-SEAL2 does not rely on the
CPU time as metric, but it exploits the number of exe-
cuted JVM bytecode instructions as platform-independent,
dynamic metric [12]. In the J-SEAL2 system, each thread
keeps track of the number of bytecode instructions it has
executed within a thread-local counter. Periodically, a high-
priority supervisor thread executes and aggregates the CPU
consumption (i.e., the number of executed bytecodes) for
all threads within each isolated component. This supervisor
thread may also take actions against an overusing compo-
nent: It may terminate the component or lower the priority
of the component’s threads. As in the case of JRes, the
use of a high-priority thread to check CPU consumption is
flawed by the underspecified scheduling semantics of Java



threads.
While the use of the bytecode metric for measuring CPU

consumption has many advantages [7], the J-SEAL2 ap-
proach also suffers from several drawbacks: The execu-
tion of native code cannot be accounted for (including also
garbage collection and dynamic compilation), and the re-
lationship between CPU time and the number of executed
bytecode instructions remains unclear. The complexity of
various bytecode instructions is very different. Further-
more, in the presence of just-in-time compilation, the ex-
ecution time for the same bytecode instruction may depend
very much on the context where the instruction occurs.

4.2.3 J-RAF2

J-RAF25, the Java Resource Accounting Framework Sec-
ond Edition [5, 17], builds on the resource management
ideas that were first integrated into J-SEAL2 [7]. In contrast
to J-SEAL2, J-RAF2 does not assume a particular compo-
nent model, it is a general-purpose resource management
library, similar to JRes. However, in contrast to JRes, J-
RAF2 is implemented in pure Java to guarantee portability.

The most important improvement of J-RAF2 over J-
SEAL2 concerns CPU management. J-RAF2 does not
rely on a dedicated supervisor thread to enforce CPU con-
sumption policies. J-RAF2 uses an approach called ‘self-
management’, where each thread in the system periodi-
cally invokes a so-called CPU manager that enforces a user-
defined CPU consumption policy on the calling thread. The
regular invocation of the CPU manager is achieved by byte-
code instrumentation, where polling code is inserted in such
a way that the number of executed bytecode instructions be-
tween consecutive polling sites is limited. I.e., polling code
is injected before and after method invocations (call/return
polling [13]) and in loops. This approach has the big ad-
vantage of not depending on the scheduling of the JVM.
Thanks to several optimizations, the average overhead of
CPU management could be kept reasonable, about 15–30%
depending on the JVM [6].

4.2.4 Resource Management API

The work by Czajkowski et al. [10] is the first attempt to
define a general-purpose, flexible, and extensible resource
management API for Java, which has been validated in the
MVM prototype [9].

The API supports user-defined resources, which are
specified through a set of attributes that define the resource
semantics. The API allows for resource reservations and
notifications that are issued upon user-defined resource con-
sumption situations. Such notifications ease the imple-
mentation of resource-aware program behaviour. More-

5http://www.jraf2.org/

over, notifications can be synchronous and prevent actions
that would exceed a given resource limit from succeeding,
which is essential for resource control.

One limitation of the resource management API is that
it requires a JVM with support for Isolates [18], because
the Isolate is the smallest execution unit to which resource
management policies can be applied. On the one hand, this
approach simplifies the management of resources that can
be handed over from one thread to another one, such as al-
located heap memory (objects). As threads are confined to
a single Isolate throughout their lifespan and object refer-
ences cannot be shared across Isolate boundaries, handover
of allocated heap memory across Isolate boundaries is not
possible. Hence, managing such resources at the level of
Isolates avoids complications due to the change of resource
ownership. On the other hand, there are resources for which
management at the level of threads can be very useful, such
as CPU time. For instance, assume a service component
that manages a pool of thread to handle incoming requests.
A CPU management policy may want to limit the CPU time
spent on processing a particular request, which would re-
quire binding individual threads to the CPU management
policy. Unfortunately, the resource management API pre-
sented in reference [10] is not well adapted for such a sce-
nario.

The need for a standardized resource management API
has been realized also by the industry. In the context of
JSR-284 [19], an improved resource management API is
now under development.

5. Conclusion

Although current Java-based middleware is designed for
component-oriented application development, the underly-
ing Java runtime system does not provide the necessary
means to guarantee security and reliability in the presence
of untrusted or erroneous components. A single component
can easily disrupt the function of the overall system. The
main problem is that current JVMs lack mechanisms for
proper component isolation, including the ability to safely
terminate components. In addition, there is no support for
resource management, which could be used to prevent com-
ponents from overusing or monopolizing resources.

In this paper we revealed important shortcomings of cur-
rent Java-based systems. We identified the key issues that
have to be addressed in order to enable secure and reliable
Java-based middleware: Component isolation and resource
management. We discussed various approaches to address
these issues and compared their stengths and limitations.
Even though at present there is no widely accepted solu-
tion to these issues, there are recent standarization efforts
within the Java Community Process to tackle these prob-
lems [18, 19].



The main issues addressed in this paper, component iso-
lation and resource management, are not only relevant in
the context of Java, but apply to any virtual execution en-
vironment that is used to build component-oriented mid-
dleware. For instance, Microsoft’s .NET framework [21]
already supports so-called ‘application domains’ to isolate
components within one process.
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